### Activity Type
Interactive writing and spelling exercise

### Language Focus
Jobs vocabulary

### Aim
To practice the names of jobs and their spelling.

### Preparation
Send each student a copy of the interactive worksheet.

### Level
Elementary (A1-A2)

### Time
20 minutes

### Introduction
This jobs vocabulary interactive worksheet helps students to practice the names of jobs and their spelling.

### Procedure
Tell the students to unscramble the letters on the worksheet to form the names of jobs.

Explain that the students are going to score points for correct answers and spelling.

Set a 10-minute time limit and have the students complete the worksheet.

When the time limit has been reached, elicit the answers from the students. Award one point for each correct job and spelling.

The student with the most points wins.

### Answer key
1. baker
2. butcher
3. doctor
4. engineer
5. fireman
6. teacher
7. nurse
8. secretary
9. vet
10. electrician
11. carpenter
12. bus driver
13. postman
14. window cleaner
15. politician
16. cashier
17. manager
18. hairdresser
19. barber
20. pilot